Guests are asked to refrain from coming forward to take pictures during the ceremony.

Northeast State is accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges to award the associate degree. Contact the Commission on Colleges at 1866 Southern Lane, Decatur, Georgia 30033-4097 or call 404-679-4500 for questions about the accreditation of Northeast State.
About Northeast State

Location
Northeast State Community College is located adjacent to the Tri-Cities Regional Airport in Sullivan County, Tennessee. The main campus is centrally located to the cities of Bristol, Johnson City, and Kingsport. The college also occupies educational facilities in Elizabethton, Gray, and Kingsport.

History
The history of Northeast State Community College reflects the changing educational needs of the residents of the five Northeast Tennessee counties which it serves. The college began as Tri-Cities State Area Vocational-Technical School in 1966 under the governance of the State Board for Vocational Education. In 1970, the mission was expanded and the school became a regional center for vocational and technical training. The scope was again expanded in 1978 to include the awarding of both one-year certificates and associate degrees in technology and the name was changed to Tri-Cities State Technical Institute. Effective on July 1, 1983, Tri-Cities State Tech was placed under the governance of the Tennessee State Board of Regents and became part of the State University and Community College System of Tennessee. On July 1, 1990, a university parallel component was added, and the institution’s name was changed to Northeast State Technical Community College. On July 1, 2009, the name of the institution was changed to Northeast State Community College to better reflect the diverse range of programs offered by the institution.

As a comprehensive community college, Northeast State provides university parallel programs designed for students desiring to transfer to another college or university, career programs for students planning to enter the workforce immediately upon graduation, and continuing education and community service programs for professional growth and personal enrichment to the citizens of Carter, Johnson, Sullivan, Unicoi and Washington Counties. In partnership with the community, the college sustains the effort toward improving the quality of life for residents of the upper East Tennessee region.

Vision
Northeast State shall be a premier learning-centered institution whose students and graduates are among the best-prepared individuals to meet current and emerging needs.

Mission
Northeast State is an open-access, public, comprehensive community college that advances the lifelong educational development of the residents of the region and strengthens the economic and social/cultural aspects of the community. To facilitate teaching, learning, service, and student success, the College provides innovative, high-quality, and relevant associate, certificate, and career-focused educational programs and services. Programming and comprehensive support services are offered through varied delivery systems and at multiple sites throughout its primary service area of Carter, Johnson, Sullivan, Unicoi, and Washington counties. Within all aspects of its operations, Northeast State serves as the public’s interest through the wise use of fiscal, human, and physical resources.

Values
Northeast State Community College embraces these values:

Respect
We value respect and provide an environment of inclusiveness, cooperation, and diversity.

Responsibility
We value responsibility and promote integrity, accountability, and excellence in teaching, learning, and services.

Responsiveness
We value responsiveness and facilitate personal, professional, and economic growth.
SPRING COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY

Tuesday, May 10, 2016

- Processional
  Pomp and Circumstance....................................................Elgar
  Mr. Jim Kelly

Welcome.................................................................Dr. Janice H. Gilliam
  President, Northeast State Community College

Tribute to our Veterans; America The Beautiful......................Women’s Ensemble

Greetings from the Tennessee Board of Regents........................Mr. J. Parker Smith
  Regent, Tennessee Board of Regents

Greetings from the Northeast State Foundation........................Mr. A. Lee Shillito
  Chair, Northeast State Community College Foundation

Greetings from the Northeast State Faculty Senate......................Frances Canedo
  President, Faculty Senate

Special 50th Anniversary Speaker.......................................Ms. Elizabeth Ross
  Alumna, Class of 2013

Tribute to our Graduates; And Wherever You Go......................Northeast State Choral Ensemble

Remarks from the President and Introduction of Speaker...........Dr. Janice H. Gilliam
  President, Northeast State Community College

Commencement Address..................................................Dr. Warren Nichols
  Vice Chancellor for Community Colleges, Tennessee Board of Regents

Presentation of Candidates..............................................Dr. Allana Hamilton
  Vice President for Academic Affairs
  Northeast State Community College

Conferring of Degrees...................................................Dr. Janice H. Gilliam
  President, Northeast State Community College

Announcement of Degrees.................................................Academic Deans
  Sam Rowell, Danny Lawson, Connie Marshall, Dr. Melessia Webb,
  Dr. Xiaoping Wang, Dr. Carolyn McCracken, Malissa Trent, & William Wilson

Closing Remarks.........................................................Dr. Janice H. Gilliam
  President, Northeast State Community College

- Recessional
  Pomp and Circumstance..................................................Elgar
  Mr. Jim Kelly

- Members of the audience are requested to stand.
Stage Party

Dr. Janice H. Gilliam, President

Dr. Warren Nichols, Speaker, Vice Chancellor for Community Colleges, Tennessee Board of Regents

Ms. Elizabeth Ross, Alumna Guest Speaker

Dr. Steve Campbell, Chief Financial Officer

Ms. Francis Canedo, Assistant Professor of Spanish, Faculty Senate President

Mr. Don Coleman, Assistant Vice President for Academic Affairs, Outstanding Alumni Recipient

Ms. Kathy Coleman, Dean of Student Services

Ms. Tyra Copas, Executive Director of Human Resources & Organizational Effectiveness

Ms. Dottie Corey, Personnel Assistant, Distinguished Support Staff Recipient

Mr. Matt DeLozier, Vice President for Student Affairs

Ms. Tempi Hale, Associate Professor of English, Distinguished Faculty Recipient

Dr. Allana Hamilton, Vice President for Academic Affairs

Ms. Victoria Hewlett, 2016 Graduate & Outstanding Student Recipient

Dr. Pashia Hogan, Assistant Vice President of Evening and Distance Education

Dr. Leigh Hornsby, Chief Advancement Officer

Mr. Danny Lawson, Dean of Business Technologies

Mr. Fred Lewis, Vice President of Administrative Services

Ms. Connie Marshall, Dean of Health Related Programs

Mr. Jeff McCord, Vice President for Economic and Workforce Development

Dr. Carolyn McCracken, Dean of Sciences

Mr. Paul Montgomery, Vice President of Access and Development

Mr. Sam Rowell, Dean of Advanced Technologies

Mr. A. Lee Shillito, Chair Northeast State Foundation

Mr. J. Parker Smith, Regent, Tennessee Board of Regents

Ms. Jennifer Starling, Dean of Enrollment Management, Distinguished Administrative Staff Recipient

Ms. Malissa Trent, Dean of Mathematics

Dr. Xiaoping Wang, Dean of Behavioral and Social Sciences

Dr. Melessia Webb, Dean of Nursing

Mr. William Wilson, Dean of Humanities
2016 Commencement Speaker

Dr. Warren Nichols
Vice Chancellor of Community Colleges, Tennessee Board of Regents

Warren R. Nichols is the Vice Chancellor of Community Colleges for the Tennessee Board of Regents, where he provides the overall strategic direction, coordination, and support of the 13 Tennessee public community colleges. As Vice Chancellor he has overseen the transition from a system of 13 independently managed institutions to a comprehensive statewide community college system managed in a unified manner.

Dr. Nichols previously served as President of Volunteer State Community College in Gallatin, Tennessee. In his time there, he led the institution through a substantial growth period, with a record student enrollment of nearly 9000 students and several significant construction projects to expand the college’s facilities. Prior to Vol State, he was the Vice President for Academic Affairs at Darton College in Albany, Ga., and was the founding associate dean of social and behavioral sciences and public service at Montgomery College in The Woodlands, Texas.

A native of Fort Worth, Texas, Dr. Nichols holds a doctorate in higher education administration from the University of Houston. He received his master and bachelor degrees from the University of Texas at Arlington, and began his journey in higher education at Tarrant County Junior College in Hurst, Texas. Dr. Nichols started his professional career as a police officer in Arlington Texas, and later transitioned to the field of higher education.
Academic Honors
The honor medallions worn by Northeast State graduates distinguish those students receiving commencement honors.

Summa Cum Laude
The following students attained a cumulative grade point average of 3.90-4.00

- William John Allen
- Jesse Aaron Ball
- Bronston-James K. Batar
- Sarah Lemons Black
- Christina Michelle Blevins
- Michael Brandon Bowers
- Matthew Tyre Boyd
- Kevin Brown
- Shawn Leeann Burrow
- Roger Murrell Byington
- William Paul Byington
- John A. Cagle
- Ashleigh Renee Caldwell
- Ryan Tyler Campbell
- Justin R. Carter
- Charity Conkin
- Melissa Ann Copas-Napier
- Teresa Lynne Cornett
- Ethan Cole Crawford
- Jason A. Crawford
- Chelsi Crockett
- Austin Eugene Cross
- Whitney Culbertson
- James Joseph Daly, Jr.
- John Joseph Deakins
- Brittany Nicole DeSpain
- David Dexter
- Jacob M. Ellis
- Christopher Estep
- Kyla Lois Faust
- Hannah Lynn Fink
- Taylor Fleming
- Tina Michelle Fullington
- Melinda Gouge
- Brent D. Grindstaff
- Linda Hall
- Peter John Hartman
- Kyle Ray Heaton
- Dustin Hensley
- Victoria Grace Hewlett
- Gabriel Jay Hobbs
- Nicholas A. Hodge
- Alicia Beth Holley
- Brittanie Lee Hubbard
- Courtney Hubbard
- Landis H. Mahaffey Johnson
- Melindalou Nicole Johnson
- Annie King
- Mary Margaret Klug
- Lindsey Lucas
- Curtis Lunceford
- Megan Lunceford
- Eileen Benner Madden
- Savanna A. Maxwell
- Ashlee Marie Miller
- Jimmy L. Murphy II
- Andrew Dylan Osborne
- Elijah Thomas Owens
- Kaitlin Elizabeth Rhymers
- Maria G. Rice
- Jeffrey Luke Robinson
- Paul Jason Roncali
- Mickey E. Rose
- Cassandra Lynn Ross
- Blake Nathaniel Sanders
- Christa Rose Seeger
- Christopher Shelton
- Levi Shetland
- Taylor Slaughter
- Taylor Slus
- Austin Chase Smith
- Ben Smith
- Darrell Dean Smith
- Sarah Stapleton
- Logan Brooks Taylor
- Paul Elderwith Taylor III
- Carolyne Suzanne Thomas
- Kelly Tolley
- Christopher Bryan Vermejan, Jr.
- Suzanne R. Watson
- Isaac Reid Wentz
- Kimberly Y. Wheeler
- Dustin Shane White
- Heather D. White
- Savannah Morgan Williams
- Heather G. Willson
- Garrett Garland Wright
- John Yeazel

Magna Cum Laude
The following students attained a cumulative grade point average of 3.75-3.89

- Whitney Adkins
- René Baker
- John William Beeler
- Christopher Bowman
- Sarah Cheyenne Bradley
- Chad Allen Brooks
- Rebecca Anne Cox
- Travis T.J. Deeth
- Cheyenne Duncan
- Bethany L. Farris
- Rebecca J. Feathers
- William Feijoo
- Patricia L. Fink
- Colleen Garman
- Jacob Gillenwater
- Kendyl Gouge
- Joshua Kenneth William Greer
- Whitney Guinn
- Anna Renee Heath
- Whitney Guinn
- Ashley Rebecca Hefflin
- Bruce Anthony Howard
- Dylan Avery Hyder
- Joni M. Ikey
- Joseph Johnson
- Moriah Rebecca Jones
- Brian Kendall
- Matthew Allen Lampkins
- Kurt Alexander Mattioda
- Cara Michelle Maxwell
- Sierra Elise Miller
- Osvaldo Morales
- Martin Draughon Mozingo
- Geri C. Nies
- Autumn Taylor Palmer
- Jason Scot Payne
- Ralph J. Pendergrass
- Tia Lynn Pennington
- Daniel Lee Peters
- Matthew Lee Peters
- Kathy Pickel
- Sidney Pollard
- Corey R. Porter
- Brian A. Price
- Justina Marie Roller
- Tessa Lauren Ross
- Anastasia Rutledge
- Kansas Darris Davidson Salyer
- Jon David Scott
- Isabella K. Smith
- Travis Sommers
- Hazel Michelle Taylor
- Jordan Anthony Taylor
- Aaron Keith Terry
- Rachel Elizabeth Tester
- Lindsay Thayer
- Katie Brooke Turner
- Blake Tyree
- Sydney Danielle Warren
- Everette Michael Wilhoit
- Jay Juwei Yu
The following students attained a cumulative grade point average of 3.50-3.74:

Marilyn Adams
Morgan R. Adkison
Kristen Delana Anderson
Jonathan David Arwood
Jennifer D. Jarnagin Baird
Laurie M. Baker
Lisa Susanne Baughn
Kaylee Megan Birchfield
Esta Amanda Blevins
Joseph Thomas Blevins
Lewis Robert Blowers
Gabriel Adam Bombailey
Kota Bowers
Emily Renaee Branum
Alexia J. Breen
Stephanie Marie Brewer
Christopher Wesley Brooks
Trevor H. Brooks
Jenny Lee Brummett
Allison Vanda Bussell
Jenna Reid Carico
Megan Leann Carr
Trisha Yvonne Carter
James Frank Cates
Michael Brandon Chase
Hailey Katharine Clark
Devan Michelle Chase
Kaitlyn Brooke Cox
Brittany Nicole Cradic
Patrina Nicolyn Cradic
Darin T. Cross
Lisa M. Cross
Dakota Michael Darnell
Clinton Scott Davis
Eddy Davis
Chelsie Nichole Dye
Andrew Ernst
Alyssa Mae Fair
Lindsey Nicole Fowler
Brianna N. Franklin
Breanne Nicole Gann
Hunter Wright Gardner
Katherine George
Morgan Elizabeth Gillenwater
Jessica Nicole Gomer
Luke Gray
Matte Gray
Erica E. Green
Zachary Harrison Greene
Jennifer Laron Griffin
Kevin B. Grindstaff
Shannon Diane Hale
Zachary Hall
Cheryl Jane Harris
Mary Margaret Hartzell
Austin Jeffery Hatcher
Abigail R. Hathorn
Alexis Shantel Hawkins
John Marshall Haynie
Donnie Head
Krista Michelle Henley
Kayla Samantha Hobbs
Justin N. Holmes
Tanner Allen Honeycutt
William Scott Honigmann
Amy-Sarah Hubbard
Glenn D. Hutchens, Jr.
Rebekah Page Jackson
Delores Ann M. Johnson
Kelly Jeannine Johnson
Shannon Renée Lane
Angela Lael Lay
James E. Light II
Whitney Paige Livingston
Joseph George Lubrano
Ryan Allen Mack
Samantha Maddox
Elizabeth J. Markley
Katie Marie Martin
William Hendrix McInturff
Bradley E. McKinney
Arlene M. McMahan
Julia Lynn McNabb
Geoffrey Richard Miller
Jeffrey Mitchell
Breonna Denise Moles
Brittney Renee Moore
Stephanie Ying Moore
Susanna Mowery
Jordan Lindsey Mullins
Tabitha R. Murr
Noah Daniel Newell
Emily Yvonne Newsome
Andrea Marie Nichols
Daniel Shea O'Reilly
Allexis N. Ousley
Lucas Christopher Parker
Matthew Tyler-Evan Parker
Kristen Leigh Parks
Matthew Thomas Poole
Anya Nicole Price
Corie S. Price
Dillon J. Price
Roger Rains
Gabriel A. Ray
Shelley Denise Ray
Sarah Renfro
Jessica Taylor Richardson
Matthew Carson Runion
Julia Rupley
Tanner Wayne Shaw
Justin Shearer
Zachary D. Shell
Casey Shipley
Ashley Shook
Hannah Shupe
Crystal Shea Nicole Simpson
Rachel Leann Skelton
Dale Stafford
Hayden Tyler Stanton
Brian Allen Sykes
Ashley Thacker
Bethany Grace Thomasson
Sara E. Vaughan
Charles Devon Waldroff
Christopher Cody Wallen
The Academic Procession

In colleges and universities, academic degrees are conferred at the commencement exercise. Originally the term meant the inception of the student graduate as a teacher and his recognition as such by his master and other members of the profession. Thus, the term once marked an actual beginning.

The processional and recessional of students and faculty dressed in academic regalia is a traditional part of these commencement exercises. This history of academic dress goes back to the medieval universities. In the 12th and 13th centuries, when universities were taking form, they were under the jurisdiction of the church. Those studying wore a habit or a cloak to which was attached a cowl or hood. This could be pulled up over the head or thrown back, according to weather conditions. Later, the gown served the dual purpose of providing warmth in the unheated halls as well as uniformity of dress.

The cap is an essential part of the academic dress and it is to be retained on the head throughout all academic exercises except during prayer. In particular, the cap is not to be removed at any point in the conferment of the degree.
CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATION

Division of Advanced Technologies

Technical Certificate

John Henry Aistrop
Chris Akard
Ryan N. Alderson
Kevin Aldridge
Anthony A. Archer
Jonathan David Arwood
Tosha Ann Ayers
Christopher Brett Barbee
Ben Barker
Nathaniel Daniel Barnett
Joseph Barnette
Dylan Lucas Bates
John William Beeler
Hunter Bentley
Johnathan L. Bentley
Joshua Blakley
Joshua Ross Blankenbeckler
Kevin Blankenstein
Matthew Ryan Bledsoe
Franklyn E. Blender
Jaclyn N. Bowen
Christopher Bowman
William D. Boyce
Jason Robert Breeding
Brandon Richard Broadhuhn
Sammy Brooks
Anna Marie Brown
Roger Murrell Byington
Jarrad Byrd
Corbin James Calhoun
William J. Callahan
Joseph Allen Ray Canter
David A. Cantrell
Aaron Carlton
Wayne Allen Carr
Dustin Roger Carter
Frank Carter
Hannah Rachel Casey
Joel Lucas Chapman
Stefan Scott Clark
Michael D. Clay
Steve R. Clendenin
Eric Carlton Cline
Robert Cole Coats
David M. Coleman
Aaron N. Collins
Derrick Collins
Jackie Conkin
Raymond F. Conkin Jr.
Brian Counts
Craig Cox
Barrett Chase Craft
Jason Crane
Tony Crawford
Darin T. Cross
Jacob D. Cross
George Cole Crowe
Darius Davis
Jeffery Shawn Davis
Joann Dockery Depew
Jordan Dillman
Brandon Young Dockery
Kenneth A. Draper, Jr.
Matthew Todd Drinnon
Jackson Duncan
Sarah Beth Ervin
Joshua K. Fansler
Aldo Eduardo Farret-Lopez
Lynn Feathers
Charles B. Fisher
Darby Fleenor
Joshua Andrew Foltz
Joseph R. Fralin
Jeremy C. Franklin
Darren A. Freeman
Anthony Gagliardi
Timothy Jess Garland
Acelyn Garrett
Aaron Thomas Gibson
Katherine L. Gibson
Michael Goad
Alex Green
Jeff K. Greer
Jennifer Lavon Griffin
Lauren Rachel Griffith
John Guinn
Curtis Haaland
Hunter Harbin
Chris Harmon
Austin Jeffrey Hatcher
Gregory Hatley
William Beattie Hearst III
Anthony L. Helton
Nate Hendricks
Richard Hicks
Brandon Hicks
Chris Hill
Frank Willard Hoffman
Wesley Holtzclaw
Amos Holyfield
Dylan Hooven
Spencer Logan Hughes
Timothy Hyde
Laura Faith Johnson
Zachary Allen Jones
Zachary Robert Kahl
Joel Kahney
Dylan Kaylor
John M. Kelly
Marty L. Kilby
Elisa Robyn Kilgore
Stacy S. Kilgore
WM. Jay Kitzmiller
Adam Wisler Laek
Amy Silvers Lamb
Brandi R. Lawson
Peyton Lawson
James E. Light II
Michelle R. Lubski
Joseph Lusk
Aaron Cris Maness
Christopher D. Mayo
Justin McDevitt
Nicolas C. McElroy
Seth Daniel Mcfadden
Matthew Ryan Mcmurray
Harley Miller
Larry A. Moore
Aaron G. Morelock
Elizabeth Leigh Morrell
David Gordon Newton
Jeremy A. Osborne
Hunter Owens
Robert Anthony Owens
Colter A. Patterson
Jason Scot Payne
Keegan Pearson
Joshua Donald Pendley
Kendra Perkins
Gregory E. Peters
Christopher L. Petralia
Cassie Phipps
Corey R. Porter
William Keith Powell
Heather Dawn Presley
Brian A. Price
Aaron Quales
Wayne Radden
Christopher Lee Ragle
Tosha Dawn Randolph
Jason Ray
Ricky Curtis Ray
Bruce R. Raymond Jr.
Jeff Rhea
Joshua Justin Roberts
Mickey E. Rose
Jacob W. Russell
Micaiah Shane Salyer
Scott L. Schreiber
Dustin Bradford Sells
Landon Brian Shaw
Justin Shearer
Jason Sherfy
Casey Shipley
Christopher L. Shupe
Dustin Blake Silcox
William D. Silvers
Nathan Paul Skeens
Christopher Shane Smith
David Cody Smith
Dwight Steven Smith II
Elizabeth Mae Snodgrass
Kenny Spears
Marissa Spradlin
Jeff Allen Stanley
Aaron Steffey
Joshua M Steffey
Russell Stewart
Aaron Stokes
Christopher Travis Suthers
Jay Michael Taylor
Jordan Anthony Taylor
Nathan Taylor  
Scott M. Templeton  
Paul M. Thomas  
Jonathan Scott Thompson  
Nathanael W. Thornsberry  
Joshua Tyler Thurman  
Christopher Darrell Tipton  
Daniel Eric Tittle  
Matthew Edward Tweed  
Chad Vance  
Andrew L. Vanzant  
Mark A. Wagner  
Martin C. Wall  
Cody L. Ward  
Taylor C. Weise  
William D. Wells, Jr.  
Wesley A. White  
James Dale Williams  
Jessica L. Williams  
Jillian Williams  
Michael Williams  
Jameson Wills  
Ian Wilson  
Daniel Wright  
Jamieon Clifton Wright  
Matthew Baker*  
William Trevor Baker*  
Christopher Aaron Booher*  
Connor Couch*  
Travis Ray Franklin*  
Jacob Lee Gourley*  
Kyler J. Harley*  
Samuel Cole Hutchens*  
Travis Dalton Justice*  
Logan King*  
Christian William Lee*  
Tyler Austin Litton*  
James B. Matney*  
Preston James O'Dell*  
James Dalton O'Neal*  
Richard Poore*  
Joshua Tyler Rouse*  
J.W. Rutledge*  

**Associate of Applied Science**  
William John Allen  
Jason Carter Arrington  
Jonathan David Arwood  
J. Dustin Baggett  
Laurie M. Baker  
Bronston-James K. Batara  
Joshua Daniel Beckett  
John William Beeler  
Tammy Hutchens Begley  
Dustin Bennett  
Joseph D. Birchfield  
Kevin Andrew Blankenstein  
Franklyn Eugene Blender  
Lewis Robert Blowers  
Gabriel Adam Bombailey  
Chad Allen Brooks  
Christopher Wesley Brooks  
Kevin Brown  
Glenn Burns  
Carter Reed Byington  
Roger Murrell Byington  
John A. Cagle  
Jared Calton  
Justin R. Carter  
James Frank Cates  
Aaron James Church  
Stefan Clark  
Crystal Clemmer  
Eric Carlton Cline  
Kevin Wayne Collins  
Shantanv L. Colston  
Ryne S. Cox  
Ethan Cole Crawford  
Jason A. Crawford  
Darin T. Cross  
Zachary Cross  
Dakota Michael Darnell  
Matthew A. Davis  
Avery Garrison Denton  
Micah Heath Depew  
David Dexter  
Joseph A. Earhart  
William Ericson  
Andrew Ernst  
Christopher Estep  
Rebecca J. Feathers  
Samuel Joseph Federico  
Andrew Fezell  
Joshua Brent Fogleman  
Alex D. Ford  
Jonathan Frazier  
Dalton Jared Fritz  
Hunter Wright Gardner  
Lee Jay Gaulding II  
Morgan Elizabeth Gillenwater  
Christopher Allen Goodman  
Luke Gray  
Jennifer Lavon Griffin  
Kevin B. Grindstaff  
Zachary Hall  
Stephen Edward Hanson  
Peter John Hartman  
Austin Jeffery Hatcher  
John Marshall Haynie  
Kyle Ray Heaton  
Paul Bradley Henley  
Riley D. Hillman  
Wesley Holtclaw  
Tanner Allen Honeycutt  
William Scott Honigmann  
Joseph Hopson  
Bruce Anthony Howard  
Dylan Avery Hyde  
Douglas Logan Jenkins  
Dustin Grey Keller  
Brian Kendall  
Jonathan Scott Ketron  
Brandon Kindle  
Matthew Allen Lampkins  
Robert Keegan Lawson  
Angela Lael Lay  
John Jacob Lewis  
Kelsey Elizabeth Lewis  
James E. Light II  
Rachel Ann Lowe  
Joseph George Lubrano  
Ryan Allen Mack  
Kenneth Gregory McCoy Jr.  
William Hendrix McInturff  
Bradley E. McKinney  
Hunter Chase Meade  
Geoffrey Richard Miller  
Harley Miller  
Ronnie Wayne Miller  
Brandon William Moore  
Larry A. Moore  
Justin P. Osborne  
Alexis N. Ousley  
Jason Scot Payne  
Ralph J. Pendergrass  
Dylan Thomas James Perry  
Corey R. Porter  
Brian A. Price  
Michael L. Quillen  
Mickey E. Rose  
Kansas Darris Davidson Salyer  
Jon David Scott  
Tanner Wayne Shaw  
Justin Shearer  
Justin Matthew Shell  
Zachary D. Shell  
Christopher Shelton  
Casey Shipley  
Casey Walt Shipley  
Thomas H. Small Jr.  
Austin Chase Smith  
Ben Smith  
Jeremy W. Smith  
Joe M. Sotello  
Wesley Michael Stidham  
Jordan Anthony Taylor  
Aaron Keith Terry  
Jonathan Scott Thompson  
Daniel Eric Tittle  
Daniel Luke Tomlin  
Eugene Vanoy  
Christopher Bryan Vermejan, Jr.  
John A. Ward  
Melanie Anne Ward  
Isaac Reid Wentz  
Erick D. Whitson  
Everette Michael Wilhoit  
Michael Williams  
Ryan M. Willis  
Ethan Zachery Wood  
Garrett Garland Wright  
Jamieon Clifton Wright  

* denotes students simultaneously completing a technical certificate and high school diploma
### Division of Business Technologies

**Academic Certificate**

C. Nicole Bailey  
McKenzie Ruth Brewer  
Jennifer Jane Conley  
Melissa Kay Dimech  
Spencer Gray Flanary  
Glenn D. Hutchens, Jr.  
Amber Rena Mumpower  
Jimmy L. Murphy II  
Zoe Elise Sibley  
Geri Ann Trent  
Sara Jane Valdez-Carlock  
Diana Maria Wamack  
Cassandra Wilson

**Associate of Applied Science**

Joshua B. Arnold  
McKayla Marie Arnold  
Megan S. Arrowood  
Jennifer D. Jarnagin Baird  
Frances Lorraine Barnett  
Tammy Hutchens Begley  
Andrea Gayle Bennett  
Marquetta Lashae Bishop  
Hilary Blankenship  
Michael Brandon Bowers  
Jacquelyn Bowey  
Lindsey J. Boyd  
Amber Nicole Bradley  
Tiffany R. Broyles  
Jeremy Dayton Campbell  
Julie Nicole Carden  
Trisha Yvonne Carter  
Robert A. Carver  
Jennifer Jane Conley  
Spencer Marie Cook  
Kimberly Ann Cox  
Doris Gene Crawford-Mumpower  
Eddy Davis  
John Joseph Deakins  
Melissa Kay Dimech  
Hunter David Dishner  
Jeremy Dayton Campbell  
Julie Nicole Carden  
Trisha Yvonne Carter  
Robert A. Carver  
Jennifer Jane Conley  
Spencer Marie Cook  
Kimberly Ann Cox  
Doris Gene Crawford-Mumpower  
Eddy Davis  
John Joseph Deakins  
Melissa Kay Dimech  
Hunter David Dishner  
Brian James Dolly  
Ginny Mae Ecklund  
Bettina M. Fink  
April L. Fitzwater  
Spencer Gray Flanary  
Ethan Daniel Frazier  
Jacob Gillenwater  
Chyanne Elizabeth Gobble  
Sasha Green  
Brent D. Grindstaff  
Stephanie Hammonds  
Lauren Ashley Harr  
Tanner Matthew Harris  
Nathan Daniel Hawkins  
Donnie Head  
Erica Hillmon  
Margaret A. Hohrein  
Audrian Hurst  
Glenn D. Hutchens, Jr.  
Catherine Anastasia Hensley-Jenkins  
Melindalou Nicole Johnson  
Jessica Kersey  
James Braxton Kilgore  
William Travis Kincaid  
Taylor Paige Kyker

**Technical Certificate**

Pamela Jane Adkins  
Jennifer D. Jarnagin Baird  
Lindsey J. Boyd  
Amber Nicole Bradley  
McKenzie Ruth Brewer  
Tiffany R. Broyles  
Julie Nicole Carden  
Spencer Gray Flanary  
Kevin Griffin  
Donnie Head  
Audrian Hurst  
Jessica Kersey  
Taylor Paige Kyker  
Christina Lane  
Shannon Renée Lane  
Valarie A. MacFarlane  
Arlene M. McMahan  
Amber Rena Mumpower  
Sarah Catherine Munson  
Brenda Jasmin Oceguera  
Catherine Denise Brindle Phillips  
Breanna Elizabeth Polden  
Savannah Lynn Ray  
Kermit Milton Swan III  
Stuart Tysinger  
Diana Maria Wamack  
Jacob Willis  
Cassandra Wilson  
Fredia B. Odham  
MacKenzie Bree Thomas  
Kaitlin Asbury  
Nicholas Matthew Austin  
Joshua W. Baker  
Jonathan D. Brady  
Dustin Nathaniel Burkett  
Jamie Byrd  
Isaac William Culbert  
Mark C. Dean

### Division of Health Related Professions

**Academic Certificate**

Brooke Adkins  
Kaylyne Copas  
Garren L. Golash  
Chelsi Shae Leach  
Lisa Minnick  
Laura Musser  
Fredia B. Odham  
MacKenzie Bree Thomas

**Technical Certificate**

D. Steven Althaus, Jr.  
Ian Anderson  
Michael Ryan Anderson  
Kaitlin Asbury  
Nicholas Matthew Austin  
Joshua W. Baker  
Jonathan D. Brady  
Dustin Nathaniel Burkett  
Jamie Byrd  
Isaac William Culbert  
Mark C. Dean
Division of Health Related Professions (continued)

- Dakota Dowell
- Joshua Duncan
- Katie Ellis
- Mary Katlin Fuller
- Brandon Garrison
- Cody Elijah Gragg
- Zackary D. Hartley
- Brian Hartsook
- Morgan Henkel
- Dakota James Hensley
- Brian Douglas Holmes
- Luke Jones
- John C. Manukyan
- Zachary McFaddin
- Matthew S. Montgomery
- Clyde Nelson
- John E. Odham III
- Gavin Owby
- Jessica Dane Penland
- Timothy Pharis
- Jennifer Lea Reese
- William Jonathan Shepherd
- Preston Taylor Short
- Paige Nicole Thornton
- Halle Tolbert
- Tanner Tranbarger
- Michael F. Whelan
- Robert A. Williams

Associate of Applied Science

- James Roger Bell
- Carisa Marquise Bielefeld
- Naomi Bowles

Division of Nursing

Associate of Applied Science

- Melissa D. Adams
- Haley Nicole Adkins
- Stephanie Bauer
- Shelbi Lynn Bishop
- Candace Paige Blangin
- Amanda Kay Bradley
- Stephanie Alexandra Brickey
- Kesha Brooke Brown
- Megan Leann Carr
- Charity Conkin
- Sarah Alison Cooper
- Patrina Nicoly Cradic
- Tequila Dashea Davidson
- Clinton Scott Davis
- Carrie Beth Deskins
- Meagan Marie Dial
- Jacob McKallister Elkins
- Kelli M. Elliott
- Dawn Eubanks
- Nicole C. Ferrell
- Michele Jeri Frasier
- Angel Michael Fugate
- Melinda Gail Gillenwater
- Violet Ruth Grizzle
- Amber Harris
- Devinn Chelsae Harris
- Mary Margaret Hartzell
- Sina L. Hassler
- Kayla M. Hawkins
- Brianna LeAnn Horton
- Tali Anne Hunigan
- Carla Keys
- Joann Sneed Kirk
- Tiffany Nicole Kleiboer-Webb
- Debbie Lawson
- Preslee Lawson
- Michelle Leatherwood
- Bethany N. Lewis-Henagar
- Sabrina Light
- Brittany Leann Littleton
- Kayla M. Lowe
- Keri Melson
- Vivian L. Mitchell
- Gordon Warner Robert Mobley
- Lisa Culler Mobley
- Sherry Michelle Montgomery
- Ashliann Kristen Norton
- Elsie Mansornnott Nyeluplu
- Kaitlin Margaret Oakes
- Bradley C. Overbey
- Katyann Nicole Owens
- Julie-Anna Perkins
- Anya Nicole Price
- Harlie D. Priester
- Jacquelyn A. Reese
- Stacy Lee Rutherford
- Amber Leigh Salley
- Taylor Paige Shelton
- Crystal Shea Nicole Simpson
- Amanda Nichole Slagle
- Tiffany Diann Sluss
- Michael B. Smith
- Jessica Renaye Summie
- Stephanie Boswell Taylor
- Bailey Lynn Tuliss
- Cody Tupper
- Briana D. Way
- Heather M. Weeks
- Heather D. White
- Savanna Whitehead
- Laurie M. Whitmore
- Kayla Brooke Winters
- Jessica Worley
- Timothy Worley

- Sarah Cheyenne Bradley
- David M Britt
- Kimberly Ann Carver
- Matthew S Chase
- Jordan Heath Clark
- Kelly A. Cole
- William Anthony Coleman IV
- Tracy Michelle Cook
- Matthew David Cornett
- Rebecca Anne Cox
- Kayla Nichole Cross
- Bethany L. Farris
- Bridget Cheyenne France
- Tina Michelle Fullington
- Katherine George
- Jarrett Kinley Glass
- Jessica Nicole Gomer
- Rachelle Green
- Linda Hall
- Sarah Rose Harrison
- D. Suzanne Hartley
- Amanda Michelle Hathaway
- Kelli Maria Hayes-Smith
- Toby Jane Haynes
- Kristin Danielle Hobbs
- Taylor Nicole Hobbs
- Kaira Ashlin Howell
- William Craig Hughes
- Cassie G. Johnson
- Landis H. Mahaffey Johnson
- Samantha Rachell Jones
- Courtney Renée Judd
- Taylor Elizabeth Dylan Kyte
- Olivia Danielle Lacy
- Whitney Anne Lane
- John Alexander Lytle
- Eileen Benner Madden
- Wesley Alan Mann
- Samuel Adam McMurry
- Ashlee Marie Miller
- Clinton W. Myers
- Emily Yvonne Newsome
- Carissa Shea Nix
- Douglas J. Oliver
- Daniel Shea O'Reilly
- Tia Lynn Pennington
- Monika Rochelle Pounders
- Jeffrey Michael Ramsay
- Emily LeAnn Rasnake
- Kaitlin Elizabeth Rhymer
- Tracy L. Schumm
- Keith Douglas Seal
- Jonathan Dwight Seay II
- Laura Mae Shafer
- Logun Kyler Shell
- Christopher G. Short
- Kelsey Marie Simmons
- Dale Stafford
- Christin Marie Stout
- Emily Rebecca Strouth
- Brian Allen Sykes
- Rebecca Annette Thompson
- Tyler Marshall Thompson
- Courtney Wade
- Ayla Le'Shae Wagner
- Dustin Shane White
- Tonya Lachelle Whitson
- Ashley Nichole Wilson
- Laurel Anne Lane
- Whitney Paige Livingston
- John Alexander Lytle
- Eileen Benner Madden
- Wesley Alan Mann
- Samuel Adam McMurry
- Ashlee Marie Miller
- Clinton W. Myers
- Emily Yvonne Newsome
- Carissa Shea Nix
- Douglas J. Oliver
- Daniel Shea O'Reilly
- Tia Lynn Pennington
- Monika Rochelle Pounders
- Jeffrey Michael Ramsay
- Emily LeAnn Rasnake
- Kaitlin Elizabeth Rhymer
- Tracy L. Schumm
- Keith Douglas Seal
- Jonathan Dwight Seay II
- Laura Mae Shafer
- Logun Kyler Shell
- Christopher G. Short
- Kelsey Marie Simmons
- Dale Stafford
- Christin Marie Stout
- Emily Rebecca Strouth
- Brian Allen Sykes
- Rebecca Annette Thompson
- Tyler Marshall Thompson
- Courtney Wade
- Ayla Le'Shae Wagner
- Dustin Shane White
- Tonya Lachelle Whitson
- Ashley Nichole Wilson
Technical Certificate

Alyssa Cress
Hannah Laurel Mize
Paulina Katherine Owens
Jane Autumn Pickel

Associate of Applied Science

Megan Ruth Barber
Michaela Capps
Tanner Ervin Denton
Alicia Beth Holley
Joni M. Iley
Taylor Danielle Johnson
Samantha Maddox
Elizabeth J. Markley
Julia Lynn McNabb
Chasity Brooke Mullins
Jordan Lindsey Mullins
Carrie Victoria Olson
Justina Marie Roller
Mary Elizabeth Shaffer
Michele C. Sliger
Joshua Wayne Swinney
Christian Alexander West

Associate of Science

Carmen Saldaña Acevedo
Brittany Adams
Marilyn Adams
Ryan Edward Adkins
Whitney Adkins
Morgan R. Adkison
Saba A. Albarati
Casey Alcorn
Rebecca Leigh Allen
Cody Allen Altman
Taylor Ambrose
Kristen Delana Anderson
Sean Patrick Anstett
Victoria Ermalee Arapakos
Danny Wayne Arnett, Jr.
Heather Danielle Atkins
Nicole Alexandra Babb
April S. Bachman
Karen Jane Bailey
Rená Baker
Taylor Paige Banks
Jordan Renee Barnett
Zachary Joseph Barnett
Casey Baskin
Lisa Susanne Baughn
Levi Alexander Bays
Melinda K. Belcher
William Bellamy
Jarren Bradley Bess
Dylan Beverly
Christopher Keoni Birchfield
Kaylee Megan Birchfield

Associate of Arts

Natasha Renee Aguilar
Amanda Austin
Jesse Aaron Ball
Landon B. Blevins
Teresa Lynne Cornett
Brittany Nicole Cradic
Whitney Culbertson
Patricia L. Fink
Kacie Lynn Harris
Courtney Hubbard
Dylan Hunter Jantz
Christal Hope Lane
Nathan Lee Little-Warner
Katherine V. Moody
Katie Beth Pendleton
Matthew Lee Peters
Rachel Leann Skelton
Tayla N. Sluss
Isabella K. Smith
Sarah Stapleton
Bethany Grace Thomasson
Aspen Marie Thompson

Associate of Science in Teaching

Kassidey Paigntan Adkins
Heather Danielle Atkins
Michaela Elizabeth Bogan
Lauren Carter
Devan Michelle Click
Lindsey Nicole Becht Collins
Rebecca Jean Cote
Alexis Michelle Fields
Taylor Fleming
Shannon Diane Hale
Julie L. Kellogg
Kylie Lynn Kellogg
Mary Margaret Klug
Heather Ann Nicole McGee
David Mitchell
Carrie Victoria Olson
Casey Austin Osborne
Shea Pharris
Evelyn Michelle Shelton
Darrell Dean Smith
Travis Sommers
Marlie Lauren Stinson
Lindsay Thayer
Sara E. Vaughn
Savannah Skye Waller
Suzanne R. Watson
Savannah Morgan Williams
Alexis Grace Woods

Meredith Minor Bishop
Roy Levon Hardy Black
Sarah Lemons Black
Amber Nichole Blackwell
Alicia N. Biasini
Christina Michelle Blevins
Esta Amanda Blevins
Joseph Thomas Blevins
Kota Bowers
Christopher Bowman
Matthew Tyre Boyd
Emily Reneae Branum
Alexia J. Breen
Michael Bradley Breen
Stephanie Marie Brewer
Julie Diana Bridwell
Kelli Marie Bridwell
David Michael Bright Jr.
Trevor H. Brooks
Jenny Lee Brummett
Jordan Ray Buchanan
Haley Elizabeth Burke
Jessica Burleson
Shawna Leann Burrow
Montess Lema Burt
Allison Vanda Bussell
Rebecca L Bustetter
William Paul Byington
Jasmine Mercedes Byrd
Ashleigh Renee Caldwell
Kayla Tristan Calton
Mitchell Calvin
Ryan Tyler Campbell
Trinity Leigh-Ann Campbell
Nicholas Austin Cantrell
Jamie B. Carey
Jenna Reid Carico
Caitlin Ann Carmack
Josie Nicole Carr
Amanda Brooke Carter
Dakota Carter
Jessie Aen Carter
Ashlee Ann Caruthers Warner
Chelsie Dawn Casey
Justin Cassell
Alyssa Mae Chambers
Michael Brandon Chase
Victoria Elizabeth Chatman
Richard Chitwood
Adria Christian
Julia Grace Christian
Bradlee Christian Clark
Charles Wesley Clark
Hailey Katharine Clark
Marc A. Cloyd
Brittany Coe
Zachery Coggins
John Andrew Cole
Jacquelyn Kaleemarie Collins
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Jason Edward Conley
Kevin Cody Copas
Melissa Ann Copas-Napier
Phyllis Diane Shipley Cornett
Teresa Lynne Cornett
Tracy Couch
Whitney Brooke Couch
Hope Nicole Cox
Kaitlyn Brooke Cox
Michael Cox
Chelsi Crockett
Austin Eugene Cross
Lisa M. Cross
Megan Crouch
Amber Joy Cummings
Deana Michelle Cutshall
Kimberly Daluisio
James Joseph Daly, Jr.
Caitlin S. Davis
Jackson Bradley Davis
Matt Deel
Travis T.J. Deeth
Samantha Brooke DeLeon
Micah Heath Depew
Madison Taelor Depriest
Brittany Nicole DeSpain
Ethan Hunter Dillon
Madison Dillow
Preston Dishner
Michelle Dotson
Raven M. Douglas
Tya Hope Dowell
Shelby Drain
Hailey Elizabeth Drye
Cheyenne Duncan
Bria May Dunne
Chelsie Nichole Dye
Daniel J. Ellis
Jacob M. Ellis
Alyssa Mae Fair
Grecia Farret
Kyla Lois Faust
Braxton Wayne Feathers
William Feijoo
Patricia Evelyn Fenoff
Ciara Candace Fidalgo
Andrew Cory Fields
Kayla Rhnea Fields
Madyson Brooke Fields
Hannah Lynn Fink
Betty G. Fite
William Fogelman
Abby Lynn Foster
Tucker L. Foster
Lindsey Nicole Fowler
Todd Fox
Brianna N. Franklin
David J. Frase
Breanne Nicole Gann
Pedro D. Garcia
Timothy Jess Garland
Colleen Garman
Tabitha Ann-Lou Gentry
Brandon Gleason
Caitlin Mae Gleason
Leanna R. Goble
Edith Gonzalez
Martha Elizabeth Good
Hannah Brooke Goodman
Benjamin Dalton Gott
Audra Cierra Gouge
Kendyl Gouge
Melinda Gouge
Kayla Elizabeth Gragg
Mattie Gray
Senora C. Gray
Erica E. Green
Royce Anthony Green
Zachary Harrison Greene
Joshua Kenneth William Greer
Jennifer Lavon Griffin
Chelsea Brooke Grindstaff
Samuel Gene Gromes
Melissa M. Grosso
Whitney Guinn
Joelyn Evans Gunter
Adam Michael Hagood
Tiffany Amber Hall
Nicholas Hanley
Kali Jean Hardesty
Sarah Christine Harkleroad
Cheryl Jane Harris
Abigail R. Hathorn
Alexis Shantel Hawkins
Megan K. Hazelwood
Caleb E. Heard
Anna Renee Heath
Ashley Rebecca Hefflin
Danielle Brooke Helmick
Krista Michelle Henley
Dustin Hensley
Michael C. Hensley
Victoria Grace Hewlett
Joseph Miles Hicks
Shelby Faith Higgins
Jason Hill
Tyler Stephen Hinkle
Gabriel Jay Hobbs
Kayla Samantha Hobbs
Nicholas A. Hodge
Tony W. Hodges
Justin N. Holmes
Jonathan Holt
Phillip David Hopewell
Haley Elizabeth-Ann Horton
Ashley Hopewell
Brittany Stines Hughes
Brittany Nichole Hughes
Sommer Roxanna Hughes
Daniel Phillip Hunnicutt
Cody Hunt
Alex Hurd
Ashley Hurd
Tammy Lynn Hutton-Roark
Eloise Jackson
Rebekah Page Jackson
Dakota Ann Jarrett
Tiffany Lynn Jayne
Joseph McKinnley Jaynes
Chris Robert Jerrigan
AlexAndra Marie Johnson
Caleb A. Johnson
Delores Ann M. Johnson
Joseph Johnson
Kelly Jeannine Johnson
Miranda Johnson
Cha'Nisha D. Jones
Jonathan Tyler Jones
Moriah Rebecca Jones
Ashlynn Noel Kellner
Katie Jean Kidd
Kierra Kimberly Kilgore
Erica Ann Killen
Annie King
Brandie Paige Lacy
Cassie Renee Lane
Jonathan Larson
Rachel Nicole Lawson
Bradley William Ledford
Neil Ledford
Ashley Baker Leonard
Austin William Lewin
Kaela Day Lewis
Devotha Umutohi Light
Naomi Lee Long
April Lopez
Madison Lowe
Lindsey Lucas
Lance Christopher Lukens
Curtis Lunceford
Megan Lunceford
Kaitlynn Brooke Lyons
Krystle Danielle Lyons
Chelsie Renee Martin
Tina Nichole Massengill
Kurt Alexander Mattioda
Cara Michelle Maxwell
Savannah A. Maxwell
Sarah Elizabeth Marie May
Angelica Maria Mayse
Jennifer Ann McCarley
Brandon J. McConnell
Tiffany M. McCoy
Makayla Breeann Mccracken
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William Tanner McDavid
Heather Ann Nicole McGee
Joseph Lee McLain
Katie Elliott Meeks
Lindsey Middleton
Kayla Mieth
Alexandra Miller
Angela Michelle Miller
Sierra Elise Miller
Cassie Million
Deshawn Mingo
Thomas Mink
Jeffrey Mitchell
Daniel R. Mohler
Victoria Ann Mokry
Breonna Denise Moles
Lindsay Rae Moody
Raina Lin Moody
Brittney Renee Moore
Cody Wayne Moore
Stephanie Ying Moore
Osvaldo Morales
Jeremiah Seth Morefield
Kylie Morelock
April Carlena Morgan
Katie Elizabeth Brice Morris
Jasmine Moss
Susanna Mowery
Tabitha R. Murr
Rebecca LeAnn Murray
Ashley Neil
Hannah Nelson
Noah Daniel Newell
Emily Yvonne Newsome
Randi Elizabeth Nicely
Andrea Marie Nichols
Michael Allen Nidiffer
Geri C. Nies
Holly Cheyenne Rose Norman
Samuel E. Nottingham
Brenda Ochoa
Roger Dale Odom, Sr.
Daniel Brock Olinger
Andrew Dylan Odom
Rachel Emily Osborne
Elijah Thomas Owens
Emily Mikayka Owens
Autumn Taylor Palmer
Lucas Christopher Parker
Matthew Tyler-Evan Parker
Cassie Patterson
Renzo Martin Paucarmayta
Jessica Suzanne Pearce
Donna Waits Perry
Daniel Lee Peters
Erin Peters
Amos Phillips
Kathy Pickel
Allison Diane Pierce
Jerome Raymond Poglitsch, Jr.

Breanna Elizabeth Polden
Sidney Pollard
Matthew Thomas Poole
Erin N. Potter
Samuel Miles Potter
Sarah Prasaguet
Corie S. Price
Dillon J. Price
Elizabeth Faith Pridgen
Kyle Chase Pritchard
Nicholas Joseph Procopio
Joseph D. Pugh
Thomas W. Pugh
Dwayne D. Raines II
Isaac Ratliff
Gabriel A. Ray
Shelley Denise Ray
Sarah Renfro
Glennis Elvania Reyes-Ochoa
James William Richardson III
Jessica Taylor Richardson
Megan Christine Rigby
Michael Richard Roberts Jr.
Jeffrey Luke Robinson
Samuel Blake Robinson
Timothy W. Rogers
John Robert Rose, Jr.
Cassandra Lynn Ross
Tessa Lauren Ross
Matthew Carson Runion
Julia Rupley
Taylor Alexandra Harmon Russell
Anastasia Rutledge
Brooklynn Ann Sakellar
Matthew Conley Salyer
Jaime Nicholas Sanchez
Blake Nathaniel Sanders
Kayla Grace Sanders
Sarah E. Sandidge
Paige Lindsey Schick
Christa Rose Seeger
Mary Elizabeth Shaffer
Haley Danielle Shanks
Nick Sheckler
Sara Shipley
Ashley Shook
Cheyenne Shoun
Whitney Beth Shuler
Hannah Shupe
Josie Lanae Silvers
Kaitlyn Blake Simler
Katie Jo Sims
Erica Slaughter
Taylor Slaughter
Blake Martin Smith
Darrell Dean Smith
Kayla Shay Smith
Kimberly Ann Smith
Alicia Smithson
Ash Sparks
Rusty Sparks
Stephanie Sparks
Hayden Tyler Stanton
Matthew Stevens
Christina A. Stike
Zackery Scott Sturgill
Justin Mark Suder
Madeline Claire Sutherland
Bailey Samantha Taylor
Hazel Michelle Taylor
Kevin Lee Taylor
Logan Brooks Taylor
Paul Elderwith Taylor III
Rachel R. Taylor
Kayla Marie Templeton
Rachel Elizabeth Tester
John Frank Testerman IV
Ashley Thacker
Carolyne Suzanne Thomas
Genayln Alvarino Thomas
William H. Thomason
Hannah Thompson
Whitnee Lynn Tilson
Kelly Tolley
Jennifer Townsend
Zachary M. Transki
Katie Brooke Turner
Blake Tyree
Savannah Vance
Charles Devon Waldroff
Christopher Cody Wallen
Heath Walling
Anthony Walls
Devin Charles Ward
Sydney Danielle Warren
Kimberly Y. Wheeler
Halle Brianna Whetsell
Karisa Meredith Paige White
Chelsea McCoy Whited
Brandon Whitley
April Richelle Whitson
Courtney Wilcox
Christina Hillary Williams
Kaysey Anna Williams
Zachary Williams
Luke Andrew Willis
Kelsey Morgan Wilson
Megan Wilson
Joshua Daniel Winiger
Brandon Wininger
Merrick A. Wininger
Madeline Kay Wolfe
Chelsea Nicole Wood
Chasity Wooley
Sara Elizabeth-Mae Wyso
Tyler Yokley
Zanaraha TeyAnne Young
Jay Juewei Yu
Women’s Ensemble

Linda Calvert  
Ruth Davis  
Martha Egan  
Pam Hammond  
Sheila Jackson  
Sherri Jones  
Heidi Lyon  
Shelby McKenzie  
Linnea Olson  
Ashley Pierce  
Raylene Steward

Northeast State Choral Ensemble

Linda Calvert  
Dr. “Rev.” Charles Charlton  
Ruth Davis  
Martha Egan  
David Haga  
Pam Hammond  
Dylen Harvey  
Jimmy Henson  
Sheila Jackson  
Sherri Jones  
Heidi Lyon  
Cassandra Waldron

Accompanist

Frederica Cook

Director

Ms. Tawana C. Teague, Assistant Professor of Music